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Abstract

Fast-response optical diagnostics (a time-integrated spectrom-
eter and two separate fast-response three-color pyrometers) are
used to record the transient visible radiation emitted by a fireball
produced when a condensed explosive is detonated. Measurement
of the radiant intensity, in several narrow wavelength bands, is
used to estimate the temperature of the condensed products
within the fireball. For kg-scale conventional oxygen-deficient
homogeneous TNT and nitromethane explosive charges, the
radiant intensity reaches a maximum typically after tens of
milliseconds, but the measured fireball temperature remains
largely constant for more than 100 ms, at a value of about
2,000 K, consistent with predictions using equilibrium thermody-
namics codes. When combustible metal particles (aluminum,
magnesium or zirconium) are added to the explosive, reaction of
the particles enhances the radiant energy and the fireball temper-
ature is increased. In this case the fireball temperatures are lower
than equilibrium predictions, but are consistent with measure-
ments of particle temperature in single particle ignition experi-
ments.

Keywords: Optical Pyrometry, Spectrometry, Fireball, Metalized
Explosive

1 Introduction

The addition of metal powders is a common technique for
modifying the performance of conventional high explosives.
Sincemost high explosives are oxygen deficient, a priori it is
not clear to which extent the overall energy release or the
rate of energy release will be increased whenmetal particles
are added. Very fine particles will react rapidly, but may
remain within the combustion products, limiting the overall
degree of reaction due to the lack of sufficient oxidizers.
Large metallic particles will be dispersed widely following
the detonation of the charge, but may not ignite within the
combustion products if the residence time is too short to
heat the particles sufficiently. Hence there will be an

optimum range of particle sizes for which themetal additive
will react, not only within the explosive products, but also
with the surrounding air, leading to a large increase in
specific energy release. Conversion of the chemical energy
stored in a metalized explosive to energy available to
support the blast wave therefore depends not only on the
reaction rate of the metal particles with various oxidizers,
but also on the particle dynamics that determine the mixing
of the particles with the detonation products and the
surrounding air and the temperature history of eachparticle.
Themultiphase fluid dynamic and chemical processes that

occur within the fireball from a metalized explosive are
complex.Due to the high temperatures and pressures within
the combustion products, direct in situ measurement of the
thermodynamic properties of the multiphase products
within the fireball is difficult. Hence, it is convenient to
use nonintrusive optical techniques to record the radiant
emissions from the fireball. In the present paper, both
spectrometry and time-resolved optical pyrometry are used
to record the emissions from heterogeneous explosives
consisting of a packed bed of metallic particles saturated
with a liquid explosive. The optical techniques provide
information regarding the presenceof gaseous or condensed
species in the fireball as well as the temperature of the
condensed species. Therefore, the optical techniques com-
plement the use of other diagnostics such as high-speed
photography and in situ measurement of gas pressure and
temperature.
Heterogeneous explosives consisting of a packed bed of

metallic particles saturated with a liquid explosive have
been studied in many experimental investigations. Proper-
ties that have been investigated include the detonation
properties of the explosive itself, such as the critical charge
diameter, detonation velocity, detonation pressure, and
detonation temperature [1 – 7]. Previous studies of the blast
wave from detonation of these heterogeneous explosives in
the free field have investigated the nonideal explosive
performance characteristics, explosive particle dispersal,
particle momentum effects, and the critical charge diameter* Corresponding author; e-mail: david.frost@mcgill.ca
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for rapid initiation of particle combustion [8 – 13].While the
particle dynamics and combustion immediately after the
charge detonation and in the near field have recently been
an intensive area of research, radiant emission measure-
ments and analysis from themultiphase fireball also provide
a rich source of information on the particle dynamics and
combustion processes [14 – 15]. In an attempt to character-
ize the local radiant emission and temperature history, Pahl
and Kaneshige [16] developed a local pyrometer probe to
record the light emission from a limited measurement
volume within the combustion products of an aluminized
explosive. Their results show that the pyrometry technique
alone may not be sufficient to quantitatively describe the
aluminum combustion within the combustion fireball.
Thepresent paper describes the results of an experimental

study of the radiant emission from fireballs generated from
the detonation of homogeneous explosives including trini-
trotoluene (TNT) and sensitized nitromethane (NM)aswell
as heterogeneous explosives (sensitized NM with metallic
particles). Time-integrated spectrometry is first used to
record the emission spectrum from the fireball to determine
the nature of the spectrum and location of any atomic or
molecular emission lines. The spectra are then used to
provide guidance in choosing the appropriate spectral filters
for use with two separate three-color optical pyrometers.
The pyrometers are used to infer the time history of the
fireball temperature from both homogeneous and hetero-
geneous explosives.

1.1 Optical Pyrometry

The determination of detonation-associated tempera-
tures by optical means dates back to the late 1950Js and the
work of Gibson et al. [17]. More recently Baudin and co-
workers [5, 18] and Gogulya et al. [19] used six- and two-
color pyrometers, respectively, to optically determine the
temperature of a condensedmaterialJs detonation products.
Ogura et al. [20] used two four-color pyrometers operating
in the near-infrared region (wavelengths ranging from 600 –
2000 nm) to study temperature evolution of explosion
fireballs by recording the radiant emission from 1 – 100 kg
TNT charges. Optical pyrometry uses continuous spectra
emitted by the condensed reaction products to determine
temperature. Themajority of the condensed products of the
detonation are usually gray emitters (i.e. the emissivity is a
weak function ofwavelength) over a relatively narrow range
of wavelengths. For a gray body, the emission spectrum is a
continuous curve that depends only on temperature and
follows PlanckJs law. Thus, measuring the ratio of radiant
fluxes at two differentwavelengths is sufficient to determine
the temperature of the gray emitter. This feature forms the
basis for two-color pyrometry. Bymeasuring the radiance at
more than two wavelengths, it is possible to estimate the
dependence of emissivity on wavelength (assuming it is a
relatively smooth function of the wavelength) and also
determine the temperature of non-gray emitters. However,
instrumentation system errors have been shown to increase

strongly as the number of spectral measurements increase.
As a result, it is of limited use to record the radiance at more
than three spectral locations [21].
The current work uses three-color pyrometry supple-

mented by prior investigation of the emission spectra. The
wavelengths are chosen so as to not coincide with the
emission or absorption spectra of the gaseous product
species. The acquisition of the spectral intensities at three
different narrow-wavelength bands allows verification of
the assumption of the gray spectra for continuous radiation.
If the dependence of emissivity onwavelength is sufficiently
weak and the gray body approximation is valid, then the
temperatures calculated based on each of the three binary
emissivity ratios should be of similar magnitude. This
procedure is demonstrated in the results section below
(see Figure 10) for a charge containing nitromethane and
magnesium particles. In fact, the two-color temperatures
generated using the three different wavelength ratios
coincide within the scatter of the measurements (�100 K).
The error in the temperature measurements from the
calibration procedure is estimated also to be �100 K, and
hence the gray body assumption is confirmed, within an
accuracy of this amount. Interpreting the pyrometer signals
for both homogeneous and heterogeneous explosive fire-
balls is difficult due to the complexity of the thermo/fluid
dynamics within the fireball. The fireball is a multi-temper-
ature medium, even without combustible particles, as the
products of the oxygen-deficient explosive start to mix with
the surrounding air forming diffusive combustion fronts. If
volatilemetal particles are present, microflames formwith a
combustion temperature at the particle surface or in a zone
close to the particle surface, which is considerably higher
than the temperature of the surrounding gases (by several
hundred or even a thousand K). Emission from the gas
species within the high-temperature microflames generates
strong atomic emission lines and molecular bands with an
intensity that may surpass that of the condensed products
over narrow wavelength regions. For particles that undergo
heterogeneous combustion, the particle surface temper-
ature is usually higher than the temperature of the
surrounding gas, and strong absorption lines may appear
superimposed on the continuous spectrum. Erroneous
results and conclusions may be derived if one (or more) of
the pyrometerJs working wavelengths coincides with such
emission or absorption lines of the gaseous spectra.
To assist in the choice of the working wavelengths of the

pyrometer, the time integrated spectra of the fireballs were
first obtained both for the pure explosives (TNT, NM) and
explosives with metal additives (NMþMg, Al, or Zr). This
technique is described in the following section.

2 Experimental

2.1 Time-Integrated Emission Spectrometer

The spectrometric study of the explosion fireballs was
carried out using a miniature fiber-optic spectrometer
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(USB-2000, OceanOptics Inc.), which acquired spectra in
the wavelength range of l¼ 350 – 1000 nm using a 2048-
element linear CCD array. The image of the explosion
fireball was obtained using a telephoto lens and a conven-
tional 35-mm SLR camera positioned about 60 m from the
explosive site, which is shown schematically in Figure 1. The
light from the central part of the image was transmitted to
the spectrometer in the protective bunker via a 50 mm
diameter, 5-meter-long single-strand optical fiberwhichwas
inserted through a hole directly onto the film plane of the
camera. The fiber aperture also played the role of the
spectrometer entrance slit. The estimated spectral resolu-
tion of the spectrometer was about 1 nm. The factorypreset
integration time in the external triggering mode was about
50 ms. In order to avoid collection of the intense light
emitted by the detonation itself, a delay time of 1 ms was
introduced into the triggering circuit of the spectrometer. To
account for the nonuniform spectral sensitivity of the CCD
sensor, the sensor was calibrated using a tungsten halogen
light source (LS-1-CAL, OceanOptics Inc.) with a known
distribution of spectral emissivity.

2.2 Three-Color Optical Pyrometer

Figure 2 shows a schematic and a photograph of the three-
color pyrometry system used. As with the spectrometer, a
35-mm camera was used to collect light from the radiant
event and focus it on an image plane. An optical fiber
mounted at the film plane transmitted a spatially resolved
portion of the image light to a photomultiplier block. At the

typical distance of acquisition of about 60 mand diameter of
the fiber of about 2 mm, the spatial field of view of the
system corresponded to a circular region with a diameter of
about 70 cm. The light entered the pyrometer housing
through an iris, was split twice and passed through three
separate narrow-band pass filters, each with an effective
bandwidth of about 10 nm. The signals generated with the
fast-response photomultiplier tubes were amplified and
recorded using a digital oscilloscope. Analog photomulti-
plier detection assemblies used in the presentwork integrate
a photomultiplier, high-voltage power supply and a fast-
response amplifier in one housing (Electron Tubes Inc.,
UK). The frequency bandwidth of the detection assembly
was about 25 MHz and the range of the spectral response
was from 300 to 800 nm.
Since radiant emissions from a source are a strong

function of temperature (~T4) and the temperatures
generated during the explosion event may span the range
of 1500 to 6000 K, it is convenient to use two pyrometers
with different sensitivities, in order to increase the dynamic
range of themeasurements. Thus pyrometerAwas setwith a
higher gain (i.e. higher sensitivity) for longer data-capturing
times that typically corresponded to the measurement of
temperatures below 3000 K, whereas pyrometer B was set
with a lower sensitivity to be able to resolve temperatures up
to 6000 K at early times after detonation of the charge. The
pyrometers were calibrated using a factory standardized
tungsten strip lamp (The Pyrometer Instrument Company,
NJ) and precision power supply. Three calibration curves
were generated for each pyrometer, using the ratios of
radiation from the red and green filters (R/G), the red and
blue filters (R/B), and the green and blue filters (G/B),
respectively.

2.3 Experimental Procedure

Liquid nitromethane (NM) experiments were carried out
using 12.3 cm diameter spherical glass-cased charges, con-
taining 1,000 g of NM sensitized with 10% by weight
triethylamine (TEA). Globe light bulb casings (with the
filament removed) were used for the 12.3 cm (and smaller)
charges, whereas larger charges (5 and 12 liters) utilized
spherical glass boiling flasks. A small booster charge,
comprised of about 10 g of C4, was placed in a small glass
sphere blown on the end of a glass tube and placed in the
center of the charge. Charges were mounted on the end of a
wooden post approximately 150 cm above the ground. The
TNT trials utilized 3.6 kg, 5 cm� 2.5 cm�20 cm rectangular
blocks of TNT similarly mounted. Heterogeneous charges
were prepared using identical spherical charges and filled
with a packed bed of metallic particles saturated with
sensitized NM. Spherical atomized magnesium particles
(Reade Manufacturing Co.) were tested with four different
particle diameters, i.e. 60� 15 mm, 85� 10 mm, 240� 60 mm,
and 520� 90 mm. Themass fraction of themagnesium in the
charges was 73� 1%. Spherical aluminum powder was
obtained from Valimet Inc. (Stockton, CA) with average

Figure 1. Top view of the experimental test site at DRDC-
Suffield.
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particle sizes ranging from 2 – 115 mm. For the larger
particles (i.e. particles designated H-50 and H-95), the
mass fraction of aluminum was 79� 1%, while the mass
fraction decreased for smaller particles (e.g. 78� 1% for H-
10 powder and 73� 1% for H-5 powder). From the particle
size analysis provided by Valimet for the batch of powder

used, the average particle size was 56� 21 mm for H-50 and
114� 40 mmforH-95.Zirconiumpowderwas obtained from
AtlanticEquipmentEngineers (Bergenfield,NJ) and sieved
to the size range 600 – 850 mm. The mass fraction of
zirconium in the charges was about 76� 1%. Two Phantom
VII high-speed video cameras (operated between 25,000 –

Figure 2. Schematic of the three-color pyrometer system and a photograph of the pyrometer with the case open. In the photograph, the
light enters from the bottom and is split and directed into the three photomultiplier tubes.
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40,000 frames/s) were used to view the explosive dispersal
event. Further experimental details can be found in [10].

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Fireball Spectra

Emission spectra were recorded (integrated over 50 ms)
for each of the types of charges tested. It was found that the
general features of the spectra were quite reproducible and
dependedonly on the chemical composition of the explosive
and were independent of the charge size and shape (both
spherical and cylindrical charges were used). Figure 3 shows
typical time-integrated spectra of the fireballs from various
charges, including TNT, pure sensitized nitromethane and
packed beds of Al, Mg, and Zr powder saturated with
sensitized nitromethane.
As can be seen fromFigure 3, in the spectral regionwhere

pyrometry was performed (400 – 800 nm), fireballs from
charges containing TNT or sensitized nitromethane alone
exhibit nearly grey spectra. Only the prominent sodium
doublet lines are visible and protrude about 30% in
amplitude above the continuum radiation (the individual
lines at 589 nm and 590 nm are unresolved and appear as a
single peak). In contrast, charges containing NM with
magnesium particles produce a particularly rich spectrum
with a wide variety of Mg atomic lines and MgO molecular
bands. This is consistent with the mechanism of magnesium
combustion, which is known to burn in the vapor phase due
to the very low boiling point of the metal (1373 K) in
comparison to the adiabatic flame temperature (~3090 K).
The temperature of the gaseous species including Mg and
MgO in the microflame zones, which envelop each particle,
is higher than the temperature of the condensed MgO
formed in the periphery of the same flame zones [22]. Thus,
the intensity of the gaseous lines and bands in the
magnesium combustion spectrum considerably exceeds
the intensity of the background continuum radiation from
the condensed products and only narrow regions between
the lines are available for continuous spectrum pyrometry.
Unlikemagnesium, the spectra of theNM-Zr fireballs are

continuous and free of atomic and molecular lines. This
again is consistent with the classification of zirconium
combustion by Glassman [23]. Since the boiling temper-
ature of both the metal and zirconium oxide considerably
exceeds the adiabatic flame temperature, zirconium is
known to burn in air via a gas-solid surface reaction without
the formation of a gaseous flame. Thus, the temperature of
the zirconium particle is higher than the temperature of the
surrounding gas, which leads to the appearance of the
absorption lines of some gaseous species (Na).

Figure 3. Time-integrated spectra obtained from the radiation
from fireballs for various homogeneous and heterogeneous
charges. Figures (from top to bottom) correspond to charges
containing TNT, NM, NM with Mg particles, NM with Al
particles, and NM with Zr particles, respectively.
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In accordance with the classification of metal combustion
[23], aluminum is placed somewhere between heterogene-
ously burning zirconium and vapor-phase burning volatile
magnesium. The boiling point of aluminum is quite high
(~2792 K), and is relatively close to the adiabatic flame
temperature in air (~3540K). In addition, aluminum oxide
(Al2O3) does not exist in the vapor phase. Thus it is generally
accepted that aluminum burns through a series of steps in
whichgaseousAlO is akey intermediate that forms very close
to the particle surface. It is quickly oxidized to other products
such as AlO2 and finally forms the condensed product Al2O3

through the process of chemical condensation. A multi-step
reaction mechanism leads to a wider reaction zone in
comparisonwithmagnesium,with a less prominentmaximum
in gas flame temperature. Thus, in aluminum flames, the
maximum temperature of the gaseous species in the micro-
flames surrounding the particles is closer to the temperature
of the condensed phase material and only AlO molecular
bands (B2Sþ!X2Sþ) are clearly visible in the spectra.
Based on the analysis of the spectra, the three spectral

regions for the color temperature measurements of the
continuum radiation were chosen to avoid gaseous atomic
lines andmolecular bands in all explosive compositions used
in the current work, and were centered at 450 nm (violet
blue), 568 nm (green) and 690 nm (red). For some tests with
the homogeneous explosives, a 488 nm (blue) filter was used
in place of the violet filter.

3.2 Optical Pyrometry of Homogeneous Explosive
Fireballs

Figure 4 shows the light intensity recorded for two
wavelength bands together with the inferred temperature
for a charge containing only sensitized nitromethane
(pyrometer B, short time scale). For voltages greater than
1.6 V, the photomultiplier amplifiers become saturated and
hence during this time (20 – 45 ms) the temperature data
have nomeaning. At early times (t< 20 ms), an initial rise in
temperature is clearly visible, reaching at least 5500 K
(corresponding to the temperature of the air shocked by the
intense blast wave emerging from the surface of the charge).
Since the liquid is transparent, it is possible to observe the
steady propagation of the detonation through the liquid as it
propagates outwards from the center of the charge. The
timescale of the data was expanded to focus on the
detonation front within the liquid explosive, which is shown
in Figure 5. This plot shows an approximately linear region
at 3600� 200 K. This value is slightly higher than that
calculated using the CHEETAH 2.0 code [24] for a
sensitized NM mixture (using the equation of state library
BKWC), which gave aC-J-detonation temperature of about
3228 K.Thedetonation temperature observed for sensitized
NM is comparable to the results of Leal et al. [18], who
measured detonation temperatures for pure (or “neat”)NM
of ~3500� 200 K.
The behavior of the radiant emissions from the fireball

over a longer timescale is shown in Figure 6. The variation in

the radiant intensity with time illustrates three particular
events during the detonation of sensitized NM and expan-
sionof the fireball. First, the large initial spike represents the
sum of the light from the detonation front, the shocked air
and the hot combustion products. As the combustion
products expand and cool, the radiant intensity drops
rapidly after about 0.5 ms. Following that, a smaller increase
in light intensity after several milliseconds is due to the
reflected shock from the ground that induces mixing and
intensifies the light emission. Finally, the large increase in
the radiant intensity from 10 – 20 ms is due to afterburning
of the fuel-rich products with the surrounding air. As
sensitized NM is an oxygen-deficient explosive, the mixing
of the combustible products with the surrounding air leads
to considerable afterburningmanifested by the formation of
diffusive flamelets at the interface of the combustion
products with the air. Even though the emission intensity
varies by several orders of magnitude in accordance with
changes in the diffusive flame surface area, the temperature
of the individual diffusive flame fronts remains essentially

Figure 4. Pyrometer radiant intensity signals and inferred tem-
perature for a charge containing 1,000 g of NM sensitized with
10% triethlyamine.

Figure 5. Radiant intensity and inferred temperature for sensi-
tized NM, showing early times corresponding to the motion of the
detonation front within the liquid.
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constant and close to the adiabatic flame temperature of the
nitromethane detonation products and air. As can be seen
from Figure 6, the temperature of the condensed products
remains approximately constant at a value of 1900 K�
150 K during the period 10 – 80 ms after detonation of the
charge.
The events described above are consistent with the high-

speed video records. In particular, Figure 7 shows frames
from the high-speed video record for a trial with 1,000 g of
sensitized NM alone. The intense luminosity from the
shock-heated air as well as the combustion products is
evident in the first few hundred microseconds. At the time
t¼ 1 ms, the blast wave is clearly visible just outside the
combustion product interface. At t¼ 2.5 ms, the initial blast
wave is just visible at the periphery of the field of view. At
this time, the shock wave reflected from the ground has
moved back into the combustion product cloud and induced
the luminosity visible near the middle of the photograph.
The afterburning intensity continues to increase as the
additional mixing with the surrounding air occurs on a
timescale of tens of milliseconds.
The measured flame temperature of the diffusive flame

fronts of the nitromethane detonation products and air can
be compared with an estimate made using the equilibrium
thermo-chemical codes CHEETAH 2.0 [24] and CEA [25]
to compute the following thermodynamic processes. First,
CHEETAH 2.0 is used to compute the properties of the
products following a CJ detonation, which are then allowed
to expand adiabatically to atmospheric pressure. All the
products at this state (only species with concentrations
larger than 10�10 mol/kg are considered) are then used as
reactants for the code CEA, which are then allowed to react
with a stoichiometric mixture of air at constant pressure.
This procedure produced a predicted temperature of
1967 K, which is within the range of the experimental
measurements of 1900� 150 K.
TNT, unlike NM, is opaque. Therefore, no pyrometric

data can be derived regarding its detonation temperature.

However, the temperature of the fireball from the 3.6 kg
TNT charges was found to be 2150� 150 K for t~10 – 50 ms
(see Figure 8). During the time period 10 – 30 ms, the
radiant intensity increases significantly due to afterburning
of the combustion products, in a similar fashion as the NM
charges (cf. Figs. 6, 7). For the TNT charges, a maximum
temperature of ~5600 K is observed at very early times
(microseconds after detonation of the charge), due to the
high temperature of the shocked air immediately surround-
ing the charge, followed by a gradual decrease to a temper-
ature of 3800� 200 K after 300 ms (see Figure 9). These
results may be compared to those of Ogura et al. [20], who
carried out tests with larger (10 kg, 32 kg and 100 kg) TNT
charges. They observed maximum temperatures ranging
from 7000 – 10000 K that later decayed to temperatures
ranging from 3500 – 4000 K after 300 ms (from Figure 7 of
[20]). For a 32 kg TNT charge, the inferred temperature
continued to decay to a minimum after about 5 ms and
varied from 1700 – 1900 K for several hundred milliseconds
(Figure 10 of [20]). They also noted that the maximum
temperature results agreed well with the estimate of the
shocked air temperature based on the blast strength [20].
CHEETAH 2.0 [24] and CEA [25] analyses for the TNT

products (similar to that described earlier for the after-
burning of NM combustion products) of the maximum
temperature in the diffusive flamelets produced an adia-
batic flame temperature of 2139 K, which is again consistent
with the longer-timescale pyrometer results from the
present investigation of 2150� 150 K.

3.3 Fireballs from Heterogeneous Explosives

Tests were carried out with spherical charges containing
sensitized NM with magnesium, aluminum, or zirconium
particles. Figure 10 shows the radiant intensity and inferred
temperature history for a 12.3 cm diameter charge contain-
ing 240 mmmagnesiumparticles. The temperatures basedon
each of the three wavelength ratios are plotted simulta-
neously. The scatter in the temperature values, from a given
wavelength ratio, is the same as the scatter in the temper-
ature values between the different wavelength ratios, and
hence, to this degree of accuracy, the gray body assumption
is confirmed.The radiant intensity rapidly increases over the
first several hundredmicroseconds due to the emission from
the nitromethane combustion products. During these early
times, the rapidly accelerated magnesium particles are
predicted to penetrate the combustion productsJ interface
and first penetrate the leading blast wave (calculations of
the particle trajectories are given in [9]). For this particle
size, the magnesium particles typically only ignite after a
delay of about 1 – 4 ms (see [13]). However, for this
particular experiment, a vertical plate was located 60 cm
from the charge. The particles ignited upon impact with the
plate (after about 400 ms), generating intense luminosity
that saturated the photomultiplier amplifiers. After one
millisecond, the intensity decreases, with a small increase at
1.5 ms due to the interaction with a reflected shock. Unlike

Figure 6. Pyrometer radiant emission signals and inferred tem-
perature over longer times for a 12.3 cm diameter charge
containing 1,000 g of sensitized NM.
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for the homogeneous explosives, the radiant intensity
remains roughly constant during the time 5 – 20 ms. During
this time, the inferred fireball temperature is about 2600�

100 K, i.e. about 700 K higher than that of the fireball
from the homogeneous explosive charge. Two points can
also be noted: first, similar to TNT, the heterogeneous

Figure 7. High-speed video record for the detonation of a 12.3 cm diameter charge containing 1,000 g of sensitized nitromethane only.
The vertical plate visible to the right of the charge is located 90 cm away from the charge location.
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explosive is opaque and therefore zero time represents the
point at which the detonation reaches the surface of the
charge. Secondly, the heterogeneous charge generated
radiant intensities several orders of magnitude larger than
that of the homogeneous charges, hence very small camera
apertures were required to prevent saturation of the signals.
As noted above, for charges containing sufficiently large

magnesium particles that are detonated in the free field, the
particles ignite after a certain delay time [13]. In this case,
the pyrometer measurements can be used to estimate the
delay time.An example of delayed particle ignition is shown
in Figure 11 for a 12.3 cm diameter charge containing
240 mm diameter magnesium particles (the pyrometer
signals corresponding to this trial are shown in Figure 12).
After several hundred ms, the radiant emission from the
fireball is decreasing and the fireball temperature reaches a
minimum of ~1900 K. At that point, the intensity begins to
increase as the magnesium particles ignite near the top and
bottom of the particle cloud and the corresponding fireball
temperature increases to 2500 – 2600 K, which is represen-

tative of the temperature of the burning magnesium
particles. At 1 ms, the majority of the magnesium remains
unburnt and the radiant intensity is very low so that the
inferred temperature data is very inaccurate at this time (see
Figure 12). In the next several milliseconds, a deflagration
front propagates through the magnesium particle cloud.
During this time, the overall intensity recorded by the
pyrometer increases, but themaximum fireball temperature
remains approximately constant.
For smaller magnesium particles (60 mm and 85 mm

diameter magnesium particles were also tested), the par-
ticles ignited promptly within the fireball [13]. For a 12.3 cm
diameter charge containing 85 mm magnesium particles, as
can be seen from the high-speed video records, the fireball
luminosity increases significantly after several hundred
microseconds, indicative of metal particle combustion. In
this case, the dip in inferred fireball temperature (see
Figure 12) is not observed and the temperature monotoni-
cally decays to the asymptotic value of ~2600 K.
Figure 13 shows the radiant emissions and inferred

temperature from a 12.3 cm diameter charge containing
NM and H-95 aluminum powder. The ignition of the
particles occurs after several hundred microseconds due to
particle impact with a vertical plate in close proximity to the
charge. Following particle ignition, a deflagration moves
through the particle cloud and results in significantly more
intensive light emission than that from the baseline homo-
geneous explosives. Themost intense radiation occurs in the
first 5 ms of the expansion of the fireball. Two intermediate
peaks occur at about 2 ms and 3.5 ms, which are due to the
interaction of a shock wave reflected from the vertical steel
plate (1.83 m2) located 0.6 m away from the charge aswell as
the shock reflected from the ground (the height of the
charge is 1.5 m).During this period, the fireball temperature
decreases fromabout 3000 K to a value that remains roughly
constant at 2700� 200 K after 5 – 10 ms. Figure 14 shows the
early time behavior of the radiant intensity and temperature
from a fireball from a 5 liter charge containing H-50
aluminum powder. In this trial, the distance from the charge

Figure 8. Radiant intensity and inferred temperature from fire-
ball from a 3.6 kg TNT charge.

Figure 9. Early time behavior of the radiant emission and
inferred temperature for a 3.6 kg TNT charge.

Figure 10. Radiant intensity and inferred fireball temperature
for a 12.3 cm diameter charge containing 240 mm magnesium
particles.
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to the vertical steel plate was the same as the height of the
charge (1.5 m). In the first few tens of microseconds,
temperatures up to 5500 K are observed due to the shocked
air surrounding the charge. The radiant intensity increases
over the first several hundred microseconds as the fireball
expands, but the temperature remains largely constant after

100 ms at a valueof about 3000 K.From thehigh-speed video
records for this trial, we observed that the luminosity of the
fireball continues to increase during the first millisecond of
expansion as a result of particle burning, enhanced presum-
ably with mixing of the particles with the surrounding
atmosphere.

Figure 11. High-speed video record of detonation of 12.3 cm diameter charge containing NM and 240 mm diameter magnesium
particles. Majority of the particles are dispersed without igniting and then a deflagration propagates through the particle cloud on a
millisecond timescale. The charge height is 2 m and the checkerboard plate is located more than 5 m behind the charge.
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The experiments with charges containing zirconium
powder with relatively large particle sizes (600 – 850 mm)
exhibit prompt ignition of the particles, similar to that
observed with the fine magnesium particles. The fireballs
are intensely luminous at early times with the intensity
decreasing monotonically with time. Figure 15 shows that
the fireball temperature reaches an asymptotic value of
2700� 200 K after about 10 ms. The early time behavior of
fireball emissions for a 12.3 cm charge is shown in Figure 16.
A peak temperature of 4800 K is observed, which decreases
to about 4000 K at the point when the radiant intensity is at
maximum (~300 ms). The inferred temperature continues to
slowly decrease over the next few milliseconds as the
particles expand and penetrate the leading shock wave and
continue to burn in the surrounding ambient air (the
trajectories of the burning particles are readily evident in
the video records).
In each case with charges containing NM and metallic

particles, the asymptotic color temperature (observed on
the timescale of tens of ms) of the explosion fireballs was
700 – 800 K higher than for pure nitromethane charges. This

Figure 12. Early time behavior of radiant intensity and inferred
temperature for a 12.3 cm diameter charge containing 240 mm
magnesium particles corresponding to trial shown in Figure 11.

Figure 13. Radiant intensity and inferred temperature for a
12.3 cm diameter charge containing H-95 aluminum particles.

Figure 14. Early time behavior of radiant intensity and inferred
temperature for a 5 liter charge containing H-50 aluminum
particles.

Figure 15. Radiant intensity and inferred temperature from a
12.3 cm diameter charge containing 600 – 850 mm zirconium par-
ticles.

Figure 16. Early time behavior of radiant intensity and inferred
temperature for a 12.3 cm diameter charge containing zirconium
particles (same trial as in Figure 15).
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clearly indicates that the recorded temperatures correspond
to individual burning metal particles rather than the after-
burning soot from the NM combustion products. In the
absence of heat losses, the maximum temperature in the
individual burning particles should be close to the stoichio-
metric flame temperature. Using the equilibrium code
THERMO (developed by Dr. A. Shiryaev at the Institute
of Structural Macrokinetics, Moscow, in 1994) to compute
the stoichiometric constant pressure combustion temper-
ature in air gives 3090 K, 3541 K, and 3859 K for magne-
sium, aluminum and zirconium particle combustion, re-
spectively. The temperatures measured in the present
investigation are somewhat lower than these equilibrium
predictions. However, the temperatures from the present
investigation correspond closely with the values measured
by other investigators for individual particles burning in air
[22, 26 – 27].
Florko et al. [22] measured temperatures of 2600� 200 K

for burning magnesium particles (0.5 – 2 mm diameter)
using the two-color pyrometer method, which is consistent
with the temperatures recorded for charges containing
magnesiumparticles in the present investigation (i.e. 2600�
100 K).
For explosively dispersed aluminumparticles, the temper-

ature history observed (i.e. from Figure 13, T~3000 K for
the first millisecond followed by a decrease in temperature
to ~2700 K after 5 ms) closely resembles the behavior
observed by Dreizin [26] in an experimental study of the
combustion of single aluminum particles (85 – 190 mm
diameter). He found that the aluminum combustion pro-
ceeded in three distinct stages. In the first stage, temper-
atures of 2900 – 3000 K were observed, which lie between
the boiling points of aluminum (2792 K) and Al2O3

(3253 K). Hence in this stage some superheating or evap-
oration of the aluminumdroplets occurs. In the second stage
of combustion, which occurred tens of milliseconds later, he
recorded intense fluctuating luminosity with inferred tem-
peratures in the range 2700� 100 K. He speculated that the
relative motion of the parent droplet and the surrounding
cloud of condensed Al2O3 particles contributed to the
intensity oscillations and that the temperature was an
average of the temperatures of the aluminum droplets and
Al2O3 particle cloud. A third combustion region was
observed at late times, in which the average temperature
decreased to a value close to the Al2O3 melting point
(2323 K) at which point the combustion terminated.
Finally, the late-time temperatures observed in the

present investigation for the fireballs from charges contain-
ing zirconium particles (i.e. 2700� 200 K) were comparable
to the measured temperatures of ~2500K recorded by
Molodetsky et al. [27] in experiments with single burning
zirconium particles.

4 Conclusions

The fireball temperature histories corresponding to the
detonation of homogeneous charges (TNT and sensitized

NM) and heterogeneous charges (NM/Mg, NM/Al, and
NM/Zr) have been experimentally determined using three-
color optical pyrometry assisted byqualitative spectroscopy.
For pure sensitized nitromethane, optical measurements
allowed the determination of i) the detonation temperature
of the nitromethane microseconds after detonation of the
charge, ii) the temperature of the ionized air shocked by the
blast wave leaving the detonation products and iii) the
temperature of the diffusive flamelets forming at themixing
interface of the combustion products and air during the
afterburning that occurs on a millisecond timescale. The
obtained asymptotic temperature values agreed well with
thermodynamic estimations and available literature data.
For metalized explosives, asymptotic temperature values

were reached (after tens of milliseconds) that were consis-
tently 700 – 800 K higher than the corresponding temper-
atures from fireballs from the baseline homogeneous
explosives. This temperature difference was attributed to
the higher temperatures associated with the burning met-
allic particles. The inferred temperatures were less than
calculated adiabatic flame temperatures for metal combus-
tion, but were consistent with previous experimental data
for temperature measurements of single burning metal
particles in air.
In some cases, explosively dispersed metallic particles

ignite only after some delay time. In this case, optical
pyrometry can be used to estimate the ignition delay time of
the metal particles. For example, for charges containing
240 mm diameter magnesium particles, the particle ignition
occurred after a delay typically on the order of milliseconds
and clearly coincided with a sudden increase in fireball
temperature. As a deflagration front propagated through
the dispersed particle cloud, the overall radiant intensity
increased, but the inferred temperature remained largely
constant. If the ignition delay was less than about 100 ms,
then the contribution of the particle combustion to the
emitted radiation could not be discerned since the radiant
emission at early times is dominated by the high-temper-
ature shocked air around the charge. For the charges with
the other particles tested, i.e. 60 mm and 85 mm diameter
magnesium particles, various aluminum particles with sizes
ranging from 2 – 115 mm diameter and zirconium particles
with a size range of 600 – 850 mmdiameter, no ignition delay
was observed and from the high-speed video records, the
particles appeared to be burning at the instant when they
first emerge from the combustion products. While the
measurements in the current paper were based on the
collection of light at a distance with a large spatial field of
view, pyrometry utilizing a localized light collection method
may improve the resolutionof the ignition delay of themetal
particle combustion.
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